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To Whom it May Concern:

We recently learned about the Bay Delta Conservation Plan at Lisbon Elementary School. During the meeting, your representatives were unable to answer many pertinent questions posed by the audience concerning the facility locations, number of facilities, their actual size, or the noise created by the facilities, to name a few. The answers to all these questions must be determined prior to doing any realistic Environmental Impact Review. The answers to these and many more questions will undoubtedly affect how the project impacts our community and our environment.

With that said, the environmental review must include:

1. The impact of these facilities on the river, riverbanks, and habitat in the area where they will be located.

2. Noise pollution caused by the facilities and its impact on humans living nearby.

3. Construction noise and disruption and its impact on humans.

4. Loss of local farmland and crops.

5. Loss of aesthetic quality of river and levees to people that live in the area and those that use the area for recreational purposes.

6. Loss of property values in the community.

7. Loss of recreational use of the river in the area.

8. Impact of new towers and power lines.

9. Impact on the eco-system in the areas of the facilities.

It does not make sense how you came up with a plan to save the Delta by destroying an entire community. From what we saw, this really has nothing to do with the Delta and everything to do with pumping water out of the river to send to the Bay and Southern California. The voters spoke in the 80s we do not want the peripheral canal by that name or any other. Your attempt at giving this such an attractive name and trying to pass this as a conservation plan will not work. We saw through it immediately and so will everyone else.

Craig and Laurie Cory